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Over 9 in 10 legal professionals
attending the seminar thought the
event overall was excellent or good

Both business and private clients are increasingly bombarded by
communication ‘noise’ - cutting through the daily clutter of emails,
unread tweets and unanswered voicemail messages is now a huge
challenge for professional services.  Firms need to develop smarter ways
to talk with both potential and current clients; engaging with them in
ways that are more convenient to them, but that can still loop back into
a firm’s corporate management system.

To discuss these issues within the context of legal services, Research by
Design, in partnership with Anthony Collins Solicitors, hosted a seminar
this year to discuss the challenges of client engagement and brand
management.  The event built on a consultation piece we conducted
with Birmingham Law Society members earlier in 2014, which
highlighted the importance of listening in the process of product and
proposition development.

Over 40 participants attended the event from firms across the  Midlands
region.  In the spirit of audience engagement, a series of mobile surveys
were integrated into the seminar presentations to allow attendees to
interact digitally and have their say about the key issues.  This White
Paper highlights the key ‘hot topics’ of the event and draws on earlier
data collected from BLS members.
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Introduction



Managing client expectations also raises its own set of
challenges.  Our online poll amongst users of general
professional services revealed that a significant
proportion (43%) feel that firms only occasionally listen
and act on their feedback, while just 17% feel they do this
a fair or a significant amount.  Most worryingly, one
quarter of these clients cite that firms don’t listen and act
on  feedback at all.  So despite firms placing high
importance on obtaining feedback, neither they nor their
clients actually feel this is represented in  reality.  It is
therefore a reasonable conclusion that professional
service brands who do genuinely listen and act, could
help themselves differentiate in the market place.

Figure. 1| Importance compared with ability of obtaining feedback

Most firms who participated in our survey accept that
client listening is now of critical importance, with 62%
saying it is of ‘very high importance’. However, as our
chart illustrates, there is a significant ‘delivery gap’
between importance and a firm’s ability to do so. Indeed,
only 15% cite their firm as ‘excellent’ at  obtaining
feedback.

This sentiment was echoed amongst the  participants of
our seminar on this subject; most delegates recognise
the value of listening to clients but don’t do enough of it.
Time pressures are often cited; even in-house lawyers
recognise that their internal stakeholders have high
expectations.

Low  awareness of the benefits of collecting feedback is
not the issue but putting robust client engagement
strategies into place can be time consuming and beset
with logistical challenges.  Firms need to get beyond this;
invest more into their client-facing people and reinforce
the link between listening and business development
activity.

Firms accept that they under-deliver on client engagement

Figure. 2| Frequency of companies listening to and acting upon feedback

To what extent do you [online poll users] feel that they
[banking,insurance and legal services] listen and act on the

feedback you give them?

3%
A significant

amount

14%
A fair

amount

43%
Occasionally

26%
Not at all

14%
Don’t know
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Excellence

Importance - How much importance does your firm place on
obtaining feedback from your clients?

Excellence - How good do you consider your firm's system(s) for
obtaining feedback from clients?

Importance Excellence

9.1 7.6

Mean score: 1-10 scale

Base: 276-294

Base: 1453



Responsibility of a  central
team is more common within

medium and large firms

Firms have to find ways of meeting these challenges that fit
into their existing culture, values and operating norms
across their business.  Indeed, we have discovered that
responsibility for obtaining client feedback is varied.  Four in
ten firms have invested in a central team, whilst three in ten
place the responsibility with fee earners.  Unsurprisingly,
central team responsibility is more evident in medium and
large firms, while smaller firms tend to have a pull towards
the fee earner being responsible.  Larger firms are also more
likely to have invested in systems that link feedback to
corporate CRM  systems and segmentations.

No ‘one size fits all’ for customer engagement

Figure. 3 | Responsibility of obtaining client feedback

Feedback from our seminar suggests that the majority of
firms still resort to traditional, tried-and-tested solutions
such as sending out a client satisfaction survey at the end of
a matter (68% of attendees).  Only a minority have
experimented with more targeted surveys or qualitative
techniques such as focus groups, workshops or face to face
discussions.

Regardless of their systematic approach, the most
successful firms understand the power of measuring client
satisfaction. In-house solicitors also work alongside
colleagues where there can be robust engagement and
segmentation solutions in place. Continuously measuring
feedback provides a ‘real time’ barometer of firm
performance, and will   generate insights that inform both
strategic and tactical action programmes.  The gold
standard is then to measure the ROI of these actions in
terms of business development and pipeline sales.

Figure. 4 | Benefits to continuous measurement of client feedback

  Central team Fee earners Other

Responsibility of the fee
earner is more common

with micro firms

Strategic development

Tactical development

> Understand where clients are
positioned on the loyalty ladder

> Help inform wider corporate brand values to filter
through the business

> Inform thought leadership and future-gazing on
mega-trends that affect clients
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> Address specific client complaints
> Understand main barriers to satisfaction
> Improve service to prevent future dissatisfaction

Micro=sole practitioner,  Small=up to 10 partners,  Medium=11 to 20
partners,  Large=20 or more partners

9%
Micro firm

17%
Small firm

14%
Medium firm

60%
Large firm

Base: 306

Proportion within the survey:



The seminar created lively debate about the current generic
positioning of many legals and the challenges they face in
terms of differentiation.

Most firms must first fundamentally understand how the
market is perceived by clients.  It is important that they then
diagnose the health of their own brand so they understand
how to differentiate from competitors.  This will involve
undertaking a root and branches appraisal of the brand
experience, evaluating all new opportunities in terms of digital
tools and fee-earner behaviour.

Rebranding is still often thought of in rudimentary terms such
as a new logo and website refresh. Some quick wins may be
possible with this traditional approach but longer term firm
transformation needs to consider service  differentiation, staff
attitudes and corporate values.  At a corporate level, a strategy
should be formulated that is effectively cascaded down,
consistently through the business, ensuring all fee earners are
living and breathing the core brand values.

Levitt’s Total Product Model:

Building genuine brand differentiation
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Figure. 5 | A build on Levitt’s Total Product Model demonstrating how to differentiate in market

Longer term firm
transformation needs to

consider service differentiation,
staff attitudes and

corporate values
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